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GOP open to new gun law
Bill would ban ‘bump
stocks’ similar to one
used in Vegas shooting
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG
AND TIFFANY HSU
NEW YORK TIMES

Top congressional Republicans, who have for decades
resisted any legislative limits
on guns, signaled Wednesday
that they would be open to banning the firearm accessory that
the Las Vegas gunman used to
transform his rifles to mimic

automatic weapon fire.
For a generation, Republicans
in Congress — often joined by
conservative Democrats — have
bottled up gun legislation, even
as the carnage of mass shootings grew ever more gruesome
and the weaponry ever more
deadly. A decade ago, they
blocked efforts to limit the size
of magazines after the massacre
at Virginia Tech. Five years later, Republican leaders thwarted
bipartisan legislation to expand
background checks of gun purchasers after the mass shooting
at an elementary school in New-

INSIDE

town, Connecticut.
Last year, in the wake of the
Orlando, Florida, nightclub
massacre, they blocked legislation to stop gun sales to buyers
on terrorism watch lists.
But in this week’s massacre
in Las Vegas, lawmakers in both
parties may have found the part
of the weapons trade that few
could countenance: previously
obscure gun conversion kits,
called “bump stocks,” that turn
semi-automatic weapons into
weapons capable of firing in

Authorities
questioning
gunman’s
girlfriend / A10
Sen. Dianne
Feinstein,
D-California,
speaks during a
news conference Wednesday in Washington about gun
legislation.
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SMART COMMUTERS » New rail line so popular with cyclists that
agency board considering ways to better accommodate their wheels

Making room for bikes

PUERTO RICO

Blackout
imperils
drug
supplies
Pivotal manufacturing
of lifesaving treatments
on hold after Maria
By KATIE THOMAS
AND SHEILA KAPLAN
NEW YORK TIMES
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Steve Bush unhooks his bike on the SMART train as he arrives at his destination Friday in Santa Rosa.
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he North Bay’s new commuter rail
line is proving popular among commuters with bicycles — so popular
that SMART officials may eventually
adjust the way they run trains to better
accommodate passengers who bring their
wheels on board.
Throughout September, SMART’s first
full month of operations, trains usually
carried about 250 to 300 bicycles daily on
weekdays, and less than 100 daily on week-

trying to do in Sonoma County, is
ends, according to figures recently INSIDE
get people out of cars. And they’re
provided by the transit agency.
Daily ridership
Those numbers scrambled exbelow forecasts; doing it. And they’re getting to the
stations lots of different ways.”
pectations of some Sonoma-Marin weekends
Fudge expected to see more peoArea Rail Transit leaders who
above target / A7
ple use the system’s bike lockers,
thought more bicyclists would ride
available at all
on the weekends and more com10 stations. But many of those lockers
muters would choose to leave their bikes
have sat empty as more commuters inbehind before hopping on a train.
stead brought their bikes to use trains.
“There are way more people riding their
“I think because of the last mile,” Fudge
bikes than I expected,” said Deb Fudge,
said. “It’s a ride for them at the other end.”
Windsor mayor and the chairwoman of
SMART’s board of directors. “That’s a
good thing. That’s exactly what we’re
TURN TO SMART » PAGE A7

Federal officials and major
drugmakers are scrambling to
prevent national shortages of
critical drugs for treating cancer, diabetes and heart disease,
as well as medical devices and
supplies, that are manufactured
at 80 plants in hurricane-ravaged Puerto Rico.
Pharmaceuticals and medical
devices are the island’s leading
exports,
and
Puerto
Rico INSIDE
has become one President’s
of the world’s visit skipped over
biggest centers some of island’s
for pharmaceu- hardest-hit
tical manufac- areas / B1
turing. Its factories make 13
of the world’s top-selling brandname drugs, from Humira, the
rheumatoid arthritis treatment,
to Xarelto, a blood thinner used
to prevent stroke, according to a
report released last year.
With business of nearly
$15 billion a year at stake in
Puerto Rico, drug companies
and device makers are confronting a range of obstacles on the
island: locating enough diesel
fuel for generators to run their
factories, and helping their employees get to work from areas
where roads are damaged and
blocked, electricity is down and
phones don’t work. Companies
TURN TO PUERTO RICO » PAGE A2
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DON CARANO » 1931-2017

Casino mogul embraced winemaking
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Don Carano, who parlayed his
investments in a Reno hotel and
casino into the creation of the
Ferrari-Carano Vineyards and
Winery in Healdsburg and later
took ownership of the Vintners
Inn, died Tuesday at his home
in Reno after a long illness. He
was 85.
Carano came to the North
Coast in the late 1970s after establishing successful careers in

both law and gaming. A Reno
native, Carano served as an officer for two years in the U.S.
Army and later received his law
degree from the University of
San Francisco.
He returned to his hometown
and became a founding member of the McDonald, Carano &
Wilson law firm, where he built
expertise in corporate, business
and gambling law. Carano used
that knowledge to open up his
TURN TO CARANO » PAGE A2

Don Carano, gaming
patriarch and
co-owner of
PreVail Mountain Winery
Estate, inspects
grape clusters
in a RockRise
Mountain
vineyard.
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REPORTS: Secretary of
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